**Objective/Organization**

**Objective**
- Create disaster management plan for disaster resilient society, which necessary components were shared by lessons and experiences from the administration of Central/Local government and civil society in Japan.

**Outcome**
- To understand the components and process for 'Build Back Better' reconstruction (toward to safer and more resilient society).
- To understand the importance of multiple disaster prevention measures.
- To learn the methods and tools to promote the mutual help by community.
- To make action plan with strategy for resilient societies to natural disasters.

**Target Organization / Group**
- **Target Organization**: Disaster management planning organization, development planning organizations in Local government(or Central Government).
- **Target Group**: Officials who are highly motivated and in a position that enables them to be involved with the formulation of prevention plans from disasters. (Local and central government officer). Work experience with more than 3 years in the related field.

**Contents**

(Before Training) Job report to be submitted.

(During Training)
- Understand the importance of Social Capital /PDCA cycle /Community safety map /Town watching /disaster management drill /disaster mitigation education. Introduction of community based disaster risk management activities.
- Learning facilitation method for conducting disaster drill.
- Understand the difference role of Community, NGO/NPO.
- Consultation for making action plan with workshop/participatory methods.

(After Training) Conduction action plan, Progress report of action plan.

**Remarks and Website**
- Kobe International Center for Cooperation and Communication (Under Planning)